
PRESENTATION BUSINESS MODEL

We are proud to present, business model PowerPoint presentation slides, for projecting your module in a precise
manner. Business model archetypes are included here and can be explained with pie charts and mentoring the idle
ecosystem. This PowerPoint template is a modern way to.

Invite members of your management team or trusted associates into a conference room and conduct a dress
rehearsal of the presentation. Graphical work or drawings do a better job of bringing your business model to
life than post-it notes. Via intranet, employees have easy access to the fundamental aspects of their
organization. Implementation view e. He or she will make a prototype that you test with a member of your
target audience. Key Activities: What uniquely strategic things does the business do to deliver its proposition?
References 3. Slides Discuss your marketing strategies, including distribution channels and sales strategies
Slides 10 and beyond Introduce your management team and advisory board members. Get their feedback on
what parts of the presentation might need editing or clarification. Business Model Canvas in a nutshell
Business Canvas is a well-known strategic tool for developing new business models e. The PowerPoint
template with diagrams and symbols representing all nine areas of BMC contains: Overview diagrams with all
areas on one slide with a place for short text or editable post-it notes. Slides Discuss the size of the market for
your product Explain who your customers are Demonstrate growth in your market in the next years Slides
Discuss the competitive advantages your venture has that will lead to outstanding revenue growth and
profitability. Too many slides can result in information overload, and they will not remember the most
important pieces of information. The sticky notes graphics creates a nice natural looking design of the whole
canvas. Approach There is a standard mapping between canvas concepts and architecture concepts. A business
model will also clarify the context in project plans. However, when a lot of documentation is used to
substantiate choices, it is very useful to generate an RTF-Report in MS Word for communicating the rationale
behind your model. The documentation is reported in tables, intended to improve the readability and
analyzability of the model and its documentation. You can export your business model canvas as a Powerpoint
format Approach After exporting your business model to a PowerPoint-presentation, you can customize the
layout of your slide-deck. In the customer problem lies the reason you exist. So they can focus on fulling the
Canvas content, not making the graphics. Communication about your business model canvas by creating a
RTF report Example Conclusions and next steps We have described multiple ways to present a Business
Model. Location is key: hang your poster close to those that created it, since you may want to explain certain
elements, or guide the discussions that pop-up in front of the poster. Revenue Streams: How does the business
earn revenue from the value propositions? Pitch a presentation Output using dynamic export to. Intranet pages
Output in html is suitable for communicating your business model via the public company website, intranet,
etc. Click the pictures to see details. Rehearse the presentation several more times on your own.
Communication about your business model canvas by creating a RTF report Approach We advise an A3
landscape to present canvas models to keep element legible. Key Partnerships: What can the company not do
so it can focus on its Key Activities? The template contains slides in three graphical styles: unique scribble
graphics, modern outline icons, and simple flat icons. Describe your market and how you solve your
customers' problems. Speak slowly, smile, make eye contact and refer to your notes if you need to and you'll
impress investors with both your business and your presentation skills. So I feel very lucky about the
discovery. Make sure this will be the case for your model, since big models come with big communication
challenges! You might want to adjust this by choosing from the concepts that your company has agreed to use,
for instance in conventions. Get your timing right: creating the poster right after a high-energy workshop
session generates enthusiasm. How are they linked to revenue? In fact, many seasoned venture capitalists and
angel investors will give you a specific time limit and a suggested outline for your presentation; if you receive
these suggestions, it's a good idea to follow them.


